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i-

1. Nuclei. —The author remarks that the experiments described

all refer to air, from which the ordinary or Aitken nuclei have been

removed by filtration. The air is carefully kept saturated with water

vapor, and examined in a plug-cock fog chamber by rapid exhaus-

tion, partly without further interference, partly when acted on by

the X-rays or the beta and gamma rays or radium, entering the

fo2f chamber from without. The radium was sealed in an aluminium

tube. Water nuclei when not themselves the subject of observa-

tion (as in § 6) were always scrupulously precipitated.

The kind of nuclei to be considered are thus, first, the vapor

nuclei (colloidal nuclei) of dust free wet air, which are probably

aggregates of water molecules ; second, the ions produced by the

presence of the radiant field, natural or artificial ; third, water nuclei

produced in dust free wet air by the evaporation of fog particles.

A careful distinction is here to be made between water nuclei ob-

tained from the evaporation of fog particles precipitated on solu-

tional nuclei, on vapor nuclei, and on ions.

2. Methods of Observation. —The number of nuclei was com-

puted from the angular diameter of the coronas of cloudy con-

densation. These were standardized, as shown in the author's earlier

papers, by successive exhaustions, each of the same amount, the

residual number of nuclei (after correction for subsidence) decreas-

ing in geometric progression with the number of exhaustions. New
experiments were deemed desirable for the present work and were

carried out at great length.

To measure the angular diameters of the coronas the older

^ Extract of certain investigations made by aid of a grant obtained from

the Carnegie Institution.
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method of a single point of light and a goniometer of special type

on opposed sides of the fog chamber was first used. Figs. 2 and

3 give examples of these results.

Subsequently a new method was devised, in which two identical

sources of light equidistant from the eye, were moved symmetrically

toward and from each other, on a line parallel to the axis of the

fog chamber. Observation consisted in placing the fiducial annuli

of each of the two coronas in contact, by adjusting the lights at a

distance 5 apart. A lever for this purpose is in the hands of the

observer. The normal distance between 6^ and the fog chamber

being R and the angle of diffraction, S = 2R tan 0. The advan-

la

lb

Fig-

Fig. la. Diffractions from a single source S from fog particles a. b, c,

within the fog chamber, suggesting changes of the angle of diffraction to

an eye at e. r is the radius of the goniometer.

Fig. i^. Diffractions from two sources S' and S" from fog particles

at a, b, and c, within the fog chamber. Coronas iin' and n'n" in contact.

Fig. ic. The same drawn to scale. Fog chamber at F. Angles of dif-

fraction shaded. Coronas nn\ nn".
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tage of this method of contact consists in this, that the observed

diffracton takes place in the equatorial plane of the fog chamber;

there is less obliquity of rays, and coronas of any size are observable

(an essential condition since the angle for the large coronas ap-

proaches 60° ) , and both eyes may be used, placed all but in contact

with the fog chamber. This diminishes the eyestrain and insures

sharper vision. Lantern slides were shown giving all the details

of this apparatus. The accompanying diagrams la and lb indicate

the differences of the old and new method and the latter is addition-

ally elucidated in figure ic.

3. The Green Coronas. —If the coronas be divided into two

general types, those which have red discs or red primary annuli,

and those in which the discs are green, the latter are convenient for

comparison. In successive identical exhaustions they occur at

regular intervals and among the larger coronas three successive

series are particularly vivid, corresponding to fog particles whose

diameters are d^ = .00052, d^ = .00040, dc, = .00023 cm. These

numbers may be regarded as in the ratio of 4, 3, and 2, and they

suggest a first series with c^i = . 00013 as the highest type. The

author has not been able to obtain this in any case whatever ; but

the red type of the first series is well produceable and is the

first of a succession of diameters of fog particles, d^ = .00016,

d^ = .00032, c?3 = .00048, d^ = .00064, etc. The angular diameter

of d^ is about 60° showing the enormous size of the coronas in

question. The occurrence of the first series is corroborated by the

axial colors of the steam jet.

4. Wilson's Conclusions os to Si::e and Numher of Fog Parti-

cles. —In the preceding section the conclusion was reached, that

the smallest corona-producing fog particles must exceed the order

of size, .0001 cm. Mr. C. T. R. Wilson believes that when " all

diffraction colors disappear and the fog appears white from all

points of view (adiabatic expansion 1.44) . . . the diameter of

the drops does not exceed one wave length of light, or 50 X lO"^ cm."

What Wilson refered to is probably the filmy disc of the red corona,

of the order of d^ = .00016 cm. It is therefore probable that Wil-

son's final greenish white color corresponded to about 10^ nuclei, or

that the filmy white implies two or three million nuclei, ^rather than
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to 10^ vapor nuclei per cubic centimeter as he asserts. Compare

section 5.

5. Distribution of Vapor A'uclei and of Ions in Dust-free Air. —
On r^Iarch second the author gave a resume of certain typical re-

sults to the American Physical Society. Distributions were there

given in terms of an unsatisfactory expansion • variable,

(Sp —(tt —'n-i))/(p —tt), involving vapor pressure, w, as well as

the drop in pressure, Bp, from the atmospheric pressure p. In the

present graphs these results and the new data specified will be given

in terms of the relative adiabatic drop Bp/p, as a more appropriate

•C^je^ 1 19 no I!'

Figs. 2 and 3. Distribution of nucleation (n nuclei per cubic cm.) for

different drops of pressure Sp adiabatically from p, or volume expansion

z'l/'Z^. Series III to X were found with dust free air not energised at dif-

ferent times and temperatures. D^ refers to the distance of the radiant tube

or X-ray bulb from the fog chamber. T and T' show the results of J. J.

Thomson. IV refers to Wilson's fog limits, B to those of the writer. Fig-

ure 2 is an enlarged detail of figure 3 refering in particular to the regions

of ions.

variable for the plug-cock fog chamber. The adiabatic volume

expansion is then

(:'^/z')y =1/(1- Sp/p),
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increasing with hp/p. Numerically {vjv) —i is not very different

from hp/p.

The charts contain an exhibit both of the older results and of

new results. In the former the effect of rise of temperature in

increasing the available nucleation to the extent of 5-10 per cent.

per degree C, is marked. The earlier results are given in Figures

2 and 3.

In the new series (Figs. 4 and 5) and in case of vapor nuclei,

the efficiency of the fog chamber breaks down above the green

corona at about 1.5 X lo*^ nuclei per cubic centimeter; Bp/p == .41;

£'1/1'= 1.45. Below this, the graph showing distribution and size

of nuclei is well given, ascending definitely from about 8p/p = .2>i,

vjv=^ 1.30, which may be called the fog limit. Finally the region

of ions appears as a well marked feature of the curve, extending

from about 8/'//' = .31 to hp/p =- .262, z'-i/z' = 1.24, where condensa-

tion begins (negative ions) for vapor nuclei. This is definitely be-

low Wilson's point 7'yT'=i.25, for negative ions.

Exposed to the beta and gamma rays of Radium (io,oooX,

300 mg.), the limiting ionization observed is below 200,000 nuclei

per cubic centimeter; exposed to radium (10,000 X , 700 mg.), it is

below 300,000 nuclei per cubic centimeter; but the condensation

begins at Bp/p ^ .26, or somewhat below ^'1/7'= 1.23, distinctly

below the case for dust-free wet air.

The X-rays finally lower this condensation limit still further to

8/>//> ^ .247, or somewhat below ?:'i/'t^= 1.223, definitely below the

point for the weak radium radiation. As compared with the

curve for vapor nuclei the steepness of the X-ray curve with strong

radiation, its almost sudden ascent is a further feature. It does

not however, in my apparatus, get above the large green corona;

i. e., about lo*^ nuclei per cubic centimeter are caught at 8/>//' = .29,

or vjv^ 1.27.

One may notice, therefore, that the plug cock fog chamber puts

both condensation points as well as the corresponding distribution

of vapor nuclei, definitely hcloiv the values obtained by Wilson in

his piston apparatus (marked Win the charts 2 and 3, 4 and 5).

Moreover the march of the limits of condensation due to a given
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nr*

Figs. 4 and 5. Results essentially like the cases of figures 2 and 3 l^"t

obtained by the method of two sources. The scale of nucleation is more

compressed (ordinates nXio"'). X, R, A, show the points at which con-

densation on ion.s produced by strong X-rays, by radium, and by natural

radiation (dust free air) were observed. Wrefers to Wilson's results. Fig-

ure 5 is an enlargement of figure 4 in the region of ions or for low values

of 5/7//). T shows the results of J. J. Thomson.
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The best method of discriminating between water nuclei was found

to be the successive evaporation of fog particles precipitated on

the same nuclei under identical exhaustions, until the nuclei are

wholly removed by the exhaustion and subsidence. The results

may be exhibited in graphs, in which for about the same number of

initial nuclei, the persistence of the corresponding water nuclei is

shown by the number of nuclei which survive after successive evapo-

rations, in case of phosphorus nuclei, vapor nuclei and ions. Com-

pare figures 6 and 7.

In case of phosphorus nuclei, after j: identical exhaustions, the

number of nuclei 71,^ remaining is given by

where n^ is the initial number of nuclei per cubic centimeter, y the

exhaustion ratio and the product, IT, the correction for subsidence

;

but if ions or vapor nuclei are used, an additional coefficient of loss

x must be allotted to each exhaustion, so that

The following example shows this clearly.

Table I.

Ions
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Since x is not constant the equation for the second exhaustion

should read n^yxU^ ; for the third n^y-xx'Ii^ ; etc.

It will then be found that for ions

X = .25
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which is an example chosen at random from many similar cases.

The mean b (excluding the last) is thus .000,0045, at least three

times as large as the electrical coefficient.

If but a part ii of the nuclei are caught by the exaustion, n' escap-

ing, —dn/dt —dn'/dt = bn~ -{- 2bnn' -\- bn'-. Hence if but i/iii

of all the ions are captured, the coefficient of decay, b, found should

be about iii times too large as compared with the true value, or

dn/dt = —uibn-. But this fails to explain the increase of b with

i/n, unless the nuclei grow smaller during decay (or virtually by

loss of charge) and so pass beyond the scope of exhaustion. But

this is improbable ; the experiments show that b increases while the

number of nuclei present decreases, no matter whether these re-

duced numbers of nuclei are due to w^eak radiation (generating but

a few), or to low^ exhaustion (catching but a few), or to the decay

of a larger nucleation (where only a few survive in the lapse of

time). If —dn/dt = —a ^ en -{- bn-, where a is the number of

ions generated per second by the radiation, en the number inde-

pendently absorbed per second and bn- the decay per second by

mutual destruction, the integrated equation very fully reproduces

the observed nucleations n, when b = .000001 and e = .0356.

Brown University,

Providence, R. I.


